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custody, whether the distress was legal or not, would
render them liable to an indictment for poundbreach or
penal damages (/).
When goods are impounded off the premises, no difficulty
arises, but it is otherwise when impounded on the premises,
as it is now the custom of bailiffs to leave the goods in
situ on the premises where they happened to be and not
to remove them to any special place or room. In such
cases no particular act of impounding appears to be
necessary, although the Act says that the person " law-
fully taking the distress for any kind of rent" may
" impound or otherwise secure the distress so made . . ,
in such part of the premises chargeable with the rent as
shall be most fit and convenient for the impounding or
securing such distress (g)."
Impounding is complete when a Notice of Distress is
delivered, whether it states that the goods are impounded
(h) or not (i). Apparently no special step is necessary
to secure the goods even if left about the premises (/).
In Lavell & Co., Ltd. v. O'Leary (k), the Court of Appeal
refused to follow the reasoning of Macnaghten, J., to the
effect that as between the landlord and a stranger it was
necessary to prove some act of impounding or securing
the goods other than leaving them in situ after a distress.
Once the goods are impounded it is not necessary to
leave a man on the premises (/). " Walking possession,"
as it is called, is almost universal, and so long as an
intention to remain in possession exists it appears to
suffice (m). But only such charges as are provided for
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